
Maximize the Value of Your 

CMS by Syncing with eWatch 

eWatch subscribers have a competitive edge among 
firms working to streamline their practices and make the 
most of their legal technology investments. Stay a step 
ahead, leveraging automated updates for improved 
productivity and billable tracking. 

Automation is key for law firms seeking greater 
efficiency in their work process. Why risk critical case 
updates falling through the cracks whether due to firm 
downsizing, human error, staff turnover, illness or even 
severe weather that keeps people out of the office? Get 
all the case updates you need automatically added to 
your firm’s case management software (CMS) when 
they occur and without the potential for clerical data 
entry errors when you sign up for eWatch. 

What Is CMS Sync and How Will it Benefit You? 
The CMS Sync feature for eWatch automatically updates your firm’s case management software when 
there is any change on your case. It eliminates the need to manually enter updates from email alerts, 
preventing errors and saving valuable time. CMS Sync’s automated process is essential to never having 
to miss a future appearance, knowing in what part the appearance is scheduled to take place as well as 
learning ahead of time what cases were adjourned or decided. 

eWatch will synchronize with your CMS so you seamlessly receive any change to: 

Case status Decisions Attorneys Motions 
Calendar updates Parties Judges’ information Appearances 

Case tracking expenses are generally reimbursable, making CMS Sync an even greater value for 
eWatch subscribers. 

Using the latest technology to forward docket information, eWatch seamlessly integrates with both 
proprietary CMS platforms and popular off-the-shelf products, including: 

 SmartAdvocate®   TrialWorks™   LexP.I.  Time Matters®   Needles®    Selah Central® 
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